EXHIBITION SCAVENGER HUNT
PRIMARY SCHOOL EDITION
WELCOME to the 17th mega-exhibition at the American Visionary Art Museum: ALL THINGS ROUND: GALAXIES EYEBALLS & KARMA

Prepare to celebrate the circular nature of life and to be surprised by the round elements that surround us. All Things Round delights in the curves, spirals, orbs and bubbles in our world. Enjoy your visit to the museum and keep your eye out for the answers to the questions below!

ONE!! There are many different ways to recycle. One way to recycle is to use something in a new and surprising way instead of throwing it away. Visionary artists are wonderful at recycling!

What does visionary artist MARK SWIDLER reuse in his artwork?

TWO!! Which visionary artist uses BUCKETS to create his unusual sculptures?

THREE!! What does the artwork of MR. IMAGINATION and CLARENCE + GRACE WOOLSLEY have in common?

FOUR!! Name two artists who made THRONES out of recycled materials?

1.

2.
FIVE!! There are many different crowns and hats in the exhibition. Find some of these hats and notice all the interesting materials. Design your own **CRAZY HAT** in the space below.

---

SIX!! Vollis Simpson has created many whirligigs, windmills and other wind-powered sculptures. He has filled his property with these large objects. His first project was building a wind-powered washing machine. Can you think of an invention that uses nature’s help? Draw your **INVENTION** in the space below.
**Seven!!** Many visionary artists are inspired by everyday objects. Can you find three artists who use *Paper Plates* in their artwork? (Hint: One artist has their work in our 1st floor permanent collection)

1. 
2. 
3. 

---

**Eight!!** Visionary artist **Scott Weaver**, worked for 37 years on a magnificent sculpture built only out of **Toothpicks**. What kind of glue does Scott use to hold his sculpture together? (hint: there is a tiny bottle in the sculpture)

---

**Nine!!** Which artist uses **Matchsticks** to create his detailed sculptures?

---

**Ten!!** Can you name the artist who embroiders with **Sock Threads**?

---

**Bonus:** What has this artist recycled to help him embroider? (Hint: The object is on display.)
ELEVEN!! Which artist uses bowling balls in his sculpture?

TTELVE!! Find the videos about ART CARS by Harrod Blank.
Watch a few minutes of the video to learn about some art car artists and their vehicles.
How would you define an art car?
Have you ever seen an art car out driving on the street?
In the space to the left draw a picture of the art car you would drive.

SUPER SECRET ANSWER KEY!!

1. Styrofoam cups
2. Danny Hoskinson
3. They all recycle bottle caps in their artwork.
4. Mr. Imagination (aka Gregory Warmack) and Robert Seven
5. Gerald Hawkes
6. Answers will vary.
8. Elmer's glue
9. Elmer's glue
10. Ray Materson
11. Allen David Christiansen
12. Answers will vary.

BONUS: Rubbermaid embroidery hoop